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As is weII known, the category 01:” comipact groups is cornpI: e and cocomplete. Me:re- 
as the structure of limits is well kno!;rvn, it is much harder to get so&e insi&t Into the 
structure of coiimits. In this paper w described the iuternal structure of the coproduct 
of two circle groups. 
Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to cht.aracterize internally the 
structure of the coproduct of two circle groups in the category whose 
objects are all compact (Hausdorff) groups and whose morphisms are 
the continuous homlamorphism!s,, thussolving a problem posed by KM. 
Hofmann. 
Let A? be the compact abelian group of complex numbers of modulus 
1: and ler C together with morphism:;; p, 3/ :’ K + C be the coproduct of 
K with itself in the category of cc:ompact groups. C is connected because 
K is connected. According to the structure theorem for compact con- 
nected groups (see e.g. [4,6.59$ p. V]), the following hold: 
(I) The commutator subgroup C’ of C is a closed connected subgruup 
of c. 
-(2) Hf Z&Y) denotes the componelnt of the identity in the centre z”&1 
of C, then the multiplication ~12 : &I’) X C’ --, C is a sujective morphism 
with totally disconnected centra.1 kernel. 
(3) There exist a family (cf)j,::I of simply connected compactt connected 
simple: Lie groups and a surjecti:;& mlorphism p’: IliEI Ci + G” with totally 
disconnected central kernel. 
Let (tc : 20(C) X IfiG* Ci + C bit:, the s=omposite mcrphism 
m * (~Z(j(Q) x ho. 
In Qnis paper we will show thiEI.t $ is an isomorphism (isomorphis= is 
always meant in the categorial sense::b, that the Pontryagin ckkaracter * 
of the compact abelian group 2:&Y) is isomorphic to Q2 
additive group of rational raumbers with. the diwrete. top 
1:::!7 
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tjr eaci-t simply connected compact connected simple Lie: group G the 
set of indices 
(i E I f Ci is isomorphic to G) 
has the cardinality of the continuum. Moreover, it will be described hov: 
the kernel of JL is embedded inZ,(C) X hI,,,Ci. 
We begin with two definitions. 
finition 11. Let G be a compact group, and let Ci, i =: 1,2, be subgroups 
of 6. G iis sard to be generated by G1 and G2 if G is the smallest closed 
subgroup of G which contains Gl and G2. 
DefinZsn 2. Let G be a compact group, and let (fi g) be a pair of mor- 
phisms from K into G. The pair (J g) is called adrv!issMc if G is generated 
by f (&I) and g(K). 
Remark 3. Let C tcigether with the morphisms sp, $ : K + C be - as al- 
ways - the coproduct of M with itself in the category of compact groups. 
Then (rp, $Q is an admissible pair. 
In the following proposition we show that for each semisimple, com- 
pact, connected Lie group G there exists an admissibll: pair of morphisms 
from K into G. In particular, every such group is a qustient of c. 
Fmpo&ion 4. Let G be a semisimple, compact, konnected Lie group, and 
let u and v be elements of the centre ZG of 6;. Then there exist subgrcups 
ICI and K2 of G with the folrowing properties: 
(i)l J!& is isomorphic to K for i = 1,2; 
(li)lu E K, and vE K,; 
osf. The standard theorems from Lie theory used in the 
found in every book on this subject, e.g. in [ 11, [ 81 or I[ 91 
maximal torus i 1 G, i.e., a closed subgroup of G which is maximal with 
respect to the property of being isomorphic to Kn far al suitable n. Let 
LG (resp. LT) be the Lie algebra of G (resp. T), and let exp : LG -+ G be 
the exponential map. We consider LT as a subalgebra of LG: 
LT = {X E LG I exp(M) E T for all t E 
e proce:ed wifEi the proof by stating two lemmas. 
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oof. Since T is abeli7.n and connected, exp induces a covering homo- 
morphism e from the additive group I_,T onto T [see e.g. [ 9, pp. 94,951); 
kere is a free abelian group whose rank equals the dimension of LT. ZG 
is contained in T because the conjugares of the maximal torus T cover 
the group G (c f. [ 5.,4.21, p. S9] j. In particular, there exists an A E LT 
with exp(A) = u. Therefore the set of’ all X E La” for Iwhich there exists 
TV R\{O) with exp(M) = u is (R\(Ot)* (A + kere). The latter set is 
dense in LT because the rank of kere coincides with ,the dimension of 
LT. To prove the other part, let Y be an arbitrary element in LG. Let 
N be the closure of the one-paramete,r subgroup {cwptY I t E R} in G. 
Since H is a compact connected abeli;an Lie group, it has to be a torus 
in G., Hence H is contained in a maximal torus S of G. From the above 
it follows that Y can be approximatetjl by elements X E L5’ for which 
there exist t E R \ (0) with exp(tX) = U. TIKis proves the lemma. fl 
For statement (and later use) of Lelnma 6, we collect some elementary 
facts about semisimple Lie algebras. Proof:; can be found, e.g., in [ 7, 5 8 
62,631. Let I! = LG @ iLG be the conrrplexification of L6. Itf is a, complex 
semisimple Lie algebra, and &I := LT @I i.LT is a (Cartan) subalgebra of 2. 
Let ad : 2 + End(g) 2 j be the adjoint reyr$.seniation. If we define -(X, Y) 
to be the trace of the linear map ad(X)* ad(Y), then I[-,-) is a posit:ive 
definite scalar product on LT. There {exists zifinite set A in LT and lin? 
early independent vectors X&, CY E A, in Z with the following properties: 
( 1 j a real multiple r~ of an elenaen!- orin A is contained in A il’ and 
only if r equals f 1; 
(2) A generates LT as a real vector :s;pace; 
(3) ti = Q @ $&&Xa; 
(4)Nt c oE A z, X&, where H G $J a:!t,d z, E C for all a E A, is con- 
tained in LG if and only if H E Lr ~~:ii z_,, = Z, for all a E A; 
(5) [H, X,] = ad(H) (A.$ = i(a, &I .K’, for H E LT and o e A; 
(6) [Xa, X_,J = ia for Q E A. 
Lemma 6. Let X be in Llir such that @I, X) # 0 for all ~1 E A, QM~ 
(01,X)f~,X)f~}raZla,iBEA withc+fl. Let Y=H+2&EA~oX,k bed 
LG with H E $I and 2:; == z, =f 0 for d! Q! E A Then LG is the smd~est 
real subalgebr~ of L@ cmtaining X catsId Y. 
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The proof of Lemma 6 is omitted because it $olIows frc ‘1 ! :Y proof 
of [S, Theorem I]. 
We continue wilth the proof of the proposition. ‘M A** denote the 
set 
A*:={ty --flIa,P~ A,a#p). 
Then 
L := u r) 
@E!AS 
{XELTI(“YIX)=O)= 
yEA UA’” 
(XELTl(~*X)=Ol 
is a finite union of affine hyperspaces (df codimension 1) and hence a 
closed proper subset of LT. By Lemma 5, there exists A in the open 
non-void set LT\D and t E R, t + 0, with exp(U) =: u. Since 
is an open non-void subset of LC, there exists (b:r Lemma 5) 15 E E and 
t E I$ d Lit 0, with exp(H3) = U. By Lemma 6, the smallest subalgebra of 
LG conixining 111 and B is LG itself. Now we define 
we have to show that K 1 ad K2 have the properties @-(iii) of the 
proposition, 
(ii). Trivial. 
(iii). Let M be the smallest closed subgrt;;!ts of G containing K, and K2. 
As a closed subgroup of G, M is an analytic $ut;roup. Let LM be the Lie 
algebra of i’l4 (considered as a subalgebra of LG).‘Gle:i;rly, A and B are 
contained in LM, hence LM = LG; therefore A4 = G. 
(i). Let f d&note the continuous homomorphism ~3 + exp(sAj from R 
onto K,. Since ZG, as the centre of a compact, sczrrisimple Lie group, is 
finite, the order of u is finite, say n. If t is a non-:te:lo real number with 
exp(tA) = M, then rtt is contained in the kernel of’j Hence K, is either 
isolmorphic to K or the zero-subgroup of G. The :second case is impos- 
sible because C is gea.erated by K, a.nd K, and G is semisimple. Analo- 
gously, #2 is isomorphic to K. 0 
ehition 7. Let G, and G2 be compact connecf ed groups, and let 
s’$l., gl) (resp. ( f2, g2)) be a pair of morphisms friom K into Cl (resp. Gz)- 
‘kn (Ji, gl ) and ( f;! , g2) are called equivalent if there exists an iso* 
morphism h : G, -p C, satisfying !2& = f2 and Iigl = 1g2. 
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A pair of morphism5 ~:fi, 8~~) from K into G, which is eyEi- 
valent to in admissible pair ( fzt Q) flsorn K into G,, is also admissible.. 
In the case G, = G2 t.1~ re iation def2led above is an equk1 
valence relation on the set of (ac:lmkble) pairs of morphisms from K in- 
to G,. 
Pro&. Clearly, this set has at mi::st he cardinality of the clontinuum be- 
cause the set of all continuous l~.~omor;morphisms fro  Kinto G. has the 
cardinality of the continuum. 
Let Act(G) be the group of all isonnorphisms from G onto itself, let 
Inn(G) be the subgroup of all inner automorphisms, let I: G -+ Inn(rF) 
be the cancnical homomorphism, andi let Ad : G + Aut(LG) bpd? the ad- 
joint representation. It is a well=know~n fact th& one can introduce a 
unique topology on Aut(G) suclk that Aut(G) is a compact Ik group, 
Inn(G) is the component of the i.dentity, and Inn(G) carries the quo- 
tient topology with respect o P, 
We use the notation introduced in the proof of ProposiUt 4. Llet 
u = u be the unit element in G, k:t A be in k” with (a, A) :B (#, A) lfor 
a, /3 E A, Q # p, and let B’ = H G Xl&,, tclXol j with HE LT a,nd 
0#2(&=2Z,, E C for all Q E A. cl~ssume that 
Kl = (exp(L4) 1 t E Rj ‘, K2 = {exp(?.B) 1 t E R) 
are isomorphic to K, and let 4; ;,j.:nd f2 be injective morphisms from K in- 
to G with f;:(K) = Ki for i = 1) 2, As we have seen, ( fi, fi) jis an a:dmis- 
sible pair. 
Now we consider pairs of the ;form ( fi, pf&, p E Aut(G). If p = I(3) 
is an inner automorphism, then the Liie algebra of pf2(K) equals 
R l Ad(g) (B). From the proof a~:[’ Proposition 4 it is clear that (fi, J(g)fz) 
is an admissible pair if Ala(s) (B )I is containe:d in 
Hence there exists an Doen c~Qn.n~ected nieghborhood U of the identi*ty 
in G such that ( fl, I(g)& 1 Zs an I;ldrkY8sible pair for all g E ill. 
Two automorphisms p and 7’ i;p_ Awt(G) are called equivalent if the 
pairs ( fi, pf2) and (f I, 7fa) are lequiv:SiZent i t”rthe sense of De 
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Let F denote the quotient spacekith respect o -hi!; equivalence relation, 
ahd let ZJ: &t(Gj + F denote the associated natural map. Let Ci, i = 1,2, 
be the closed (and hence compact) subgroups (p E ,!1ut (G) 1 pfi = f;:) of 
Aut(G), A simple computation Fhows that p and r ire equivalent if and 
snly i? Cl p c,i = C1 7 C2. Hence F is a Hau.sdorff spicce,, and ZJ is an open 
map’. Consequently, ZJ(J(PI)) is a connected, local y r:ompact Hausdorff 
space. Therefore it remains to sho*ti that u(W(U)j has at least two points. 
Assume, to the contrary, that z~(l(U)) consists of a single point or, 
equivalently, that C1 I(U) Cz = Cr C$. Especially, C, Cz is an open and 
closed neighborhood of the identity in Aut(G). Let Di = Ci n Inn(G) 
for i = 1, 2. Dr.& is an open an&closed subset of I.qn(G), because Di is 
of finite index in Ci* Since G and hence Inn(G) are connected, we obtain 
l[nn(G)=D& orG=I11(D1)I-1(~2j=Z(K1)*Z(K1,)vvhereZ(K,)de- . 
notes the ck:nt;alizer of Kf ilr G. The subgroups Ki are [contained in max- 
imal tori of G. Since maximal toki are conjugate (see [ 1,423, p. 3’2]), 
there exist a m.?ximal torus 7 inG and g E G such i.hat K1 C, T and 
!$ 5 g-’ Tg. write g asg = xy with x E Z(&) and JI E Z(K,). It is easy 
to see that K, and K2 are contained in x-l TX. Sinc:e G is generated by 
Kr and K2, it follows that G =x-l 7 X, 2 contradiction to the assump- 
tion that G is semisimyle. 13 
The next two lemmas are needed in the sequel. 
Lemma 1.1 (see [ 6, p. 361). Lei! G and H be compal~t comscted groups, 
and let f : G + H be a surjectivc, mo’rphiwn. If &(G) (rtssp. Z&T)) denotes 
the component of the identity in the centre of (2 (resp. H) then 
q-J(H) = f (Z,(GH- 
Proof. Clearly, f@,,(G)) is contained in Z&m. By the structure theo- . 
rem for compact connected groups, cited in the imrodluction, 
G = G’&(G) and W = XZO(JY). Moreover, H’ n ZO(H) is totally discon- 
nected. Since f is surjestivz, we have f(G’) = H’ ant! 
IQ = f (G) = j’(G’) f(z,(G)) = H’f (Z,(G)),. 
The embedding from Z&Y) into pi induces a moncnmorphism from 
Z@j/.#‘(Z~(G)j into H/f(ZO(G)) = H/H’ n f@,(G)). The image of this 
monomorphism is contained in H n Z,(H)/H’ II f I:Z,(G)), which is to- 
tally disconnected bet ause it is a quotient of a ,tot;illy disconnected com- 
pab:t group (see e.g. [ 3, L19, p. X8]). This shows t&at ZO(H)/f(Zc,(G)) 
is the trkial group anti the lemma is proved. o 
2. Let G and H be compcjk:t con netted gxhups, and let f: G + H 
be a surjective morphism. Moreover let i’SI and Hz be closed cojjnected 
subgroups of I?, and let Gi be the clpmponent of her identity in f-L(Hi) 
for t’ = 1,2. 6 is generated by G1 and G2 provided ?I is generated by HI 
and&. 
s 
I%oof. Let G* denote the smallest i:losed subgroup of G containing ‘(7, 
and G,. A subjective morphism M -3~ N b&ween compact groups maps 
the component of the identity of M onto the component of the identity 
of N. Hence f(G& = Hi for i = 1,2, Therefore ,f(G*) = H or G = G* k;esjf: 
For i = 1,2 and x E ker f we have .I: f -‘(H&x-~’ S f -‘cuf) and\ therefoue 
x GiX-’ c Gi and x G*x -A C G*. Hence Gr; is a normal subgroup of G. 
-5 
. 
Since ker f is contained in f (HI 11, the component of the identity in 
kerf is contained in G, z G*, and, as a cionsequence, the group 
kerJ”lG* n kerf is totally disconnected. On the other hand, the connected 
space G/G* = G*kerf/G* is home(omosJ3hic to kerf/kerf n G*. Thiis 
shows that G = G* as desired. rll 
Recall (see&the introduction)1 that (pP $J: K + C) denotes the coproduc’c 
of K with itseLf in the category of comp;act groups, m : 2$(G) X C’ + C 
is the multiplication, (Ci)iEI is a family lI;3f simpl(y connected compalct 
connected simple Lie groups, p’ : IIIiElC” + C is a surjective morphism 
with totally disconnected central kernel, and p L= m l (l;,,,,, X p “. Nore- 
over, let ZCi denote the (finite) centre of Ci, let Vi : C’ + Ci/ZCi &::rote 
the quotient morphism (the Ci/ZCi are !:,imple adjoint Lie groups), lti ; 
v be the product lIie[Vi, and let 
V’ : Z*(C) X ll Ci + r-1 ICi/ZCi 
&I iEI 
be defined by ~‘(2, X) = Y(X) for z E Z&Y) and x E I’IiEICi. Since that 
kernel of p is totally disconnected and hence central, there exists a 
unique morphism h such that the ~cliagra:rn 
denote the projections, and ‘et 
We fix these notations for the rest of the paper. 
opwXos, 13. FUV all i E I, (pi, $i) is an adnliss!rble *t7air of mcwphisms 
from K in to Ci/ZCi. Moreover, for any compwt ;wmected simple ad- 
joint Lie group Hand any admissible pair (0, r) ofmorphisms from K 
into H there ekists a unique i E /such that (pi, $Q) anld (0, T) are equi- 
valen t. 
COK&QJ 14. Let (Gj)jEJ &t b a family of compac lL connected simple ad- 
joint Lie groups, and let (&gi>, j E J, be admissible pairs of morphisms 
from K into GP Let G be the product of the 15~ Bet pi: G + Gj denote 
the projections, and let L g : K + G be the unique? morphisms satisfying 
pj f = 4 and pi g z gj for a# j. Then 
(a) ($ g) (is an admissible pair 
if ard only IY 
(b) the (_& gj) are pair!wise nonequivalent. 
oaf. First WC? show (a) =* (b) of the corollary. Assume that (b) is false. 
Then there (exist i,j E J, i # j, and an isomorphi:;m h :Gi + Gj with 
h;f;: =fi aind hgi = gj. Obviously, 
k#i, j 
isI a proper closed subgroup of G containing jC(k’) and g(K), a contradic- 
tioli to (a). 
Since (hg, J.$) and the (vi, $i) are admissible pairs, the implication 
(a) * (b) impl::es that the (pi, +i), i E II are pSair&se non-equivalent. I  
remains to show that thlere rritsts an index i such tha!t (a, 7) and (pi, $i) 
are equivalent. By definition of the coproduc=t 1::here exists a unique sur- 
jective morphism p : C + H with pp = o and LPI/J = 7. Moreover, there 
exists a unilque surjective morphism p* such thi\t the: diagram 
commutes (kerX is central and the ccntre of H is trivial). Let C;#:, i E I, 
denote the connected normal sub;::roup I 
{Jt E II!iEl Ci /ZCi 1 ??k ‘;xC 1)’ I for all k Ef I \ fi)) 
of IliE Ci/ZC,. Then p*(Cr) is 3 connected normal subgroup of” Itbe sim- 
ple Lie group H. Moreover, ~p*(cYf 11 cltntralizes p*(Ct) for 1, k E I’, i :it: A. 
This shows that there is a unique index i E I such that p4’(6’f) = H and 
p*(C$) = {!I for k E I\{ij. Since CT is a simple !adjoint group, JP* :i:n- 
duces an isomorphism from Cr ol!ito H, say h. It is clear that hq+ =: (D 
and kt?i = T. Thus (p!, $I~) and (0, r) are equivalent and the proposition 
is proved. 
The implication (b) * (;a) of thtrr corollary follows from the proposi- 
tion. El 
In the segu~l, the (Gscrete) Po:rltr;fagin charactsr group of a compact 
abelian group A is denoted by 14 4* ,,
Proof. For n 3 2 the group SW(n! )I is a simply connected compact con- 
nected simple Lie group. The cenke .ZSU(M !) of SU(n !) is a cycfic group 
of order n ! ; let a, be a fixed generator of ZSU(n!), and W e, be the unit 
element in SU(n!). According to li?ro;3losition 4 there is an admissible 
pair ($;1, &) of injective morphisms from K into SU(n!) X SU(n!) with 
(a,, en) f f*(K) and (e,, a,) EI s,(K). ILet 
*, := SU(n!)2 X .._ :X SU(:2!)2 X K2, 
and let Fn, & :K + 5, be defined by 
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(&, &J is an admissible pair, for: Let H be the smaliest closed subgroup 
of &, containing,&(K) and g&K). Moreover, lel:: 
be the projection, and let 
‘ 
q: iI SU(k!)2 --)* !/ii (SC~(k!)/zsu(k!))2 
k=2 :p _t. - 2 
be the quotient morphism By Corollary 14, (qpjk, ,qp&) is an admissible 
pair By Lemma 12, Pin k=z$!J(k!)2 is generated b!r [qW1(q$&))]c = p$(K) 
2nd p&(K). Consequently, ,W) = l!T&2 SUI:~!)~. Since the latter group 
is semisimple (hence perfect:), we obtain p(W) = nzI, SU(IC!)~. Now it is 
easy to see that H = gn 2s A,es~r&. 
‘Since x1 is injectjve, ~[‘(a,,, e,) is an element of Iorder n! in K and 
&erefore a generator of the group ‘Torn!(K) of rc.)ofs of unity of order n!. 
Hence 
~~(Tor,#W = i[( Y, en) I Y E ZSW!)) . 
and analogously 
ii,Cror,dW=C(e,,y)l y E ZSUWN. . 
Define 
D, := ~~(To~~,(K))~~(Tor,!(K)). . 
D, is a finite central subgroup of gn. Let 
5 ::a= E, /w, \ 
and let pn: 5, -j G, be the quotient mo,rphism. For n 2 3, let 
&: g, + &__;. be defined by 
E&in Y . ..y x2, x, ;v) = (x,,_p . . ‘9 x2, xY!, y”‘) 
for X, y E K’ and xi E SLJ( j! )“. Because &(D,) =': D,, _I (as is easy to see), 
there exists a unique suflective morphism pn s~h that ,the diagram 
commutes. One verfies easily tha? ;a,( ., ia \, p W)) = J;“,_l (K) and analo6;~ously 
Therefore pn induces a surjectke :mori?hism from p,gn (K) (resp. fl,.&(K))~ 
onto P?&-&J-#O IresP* Pn-1 n- 1 f [K) ). A simplle computatiori shows 
that these morphisms are injectiv;;i:!:. Choose i,njective rnorphisnrs $i and 
g2 from K into C2 with f*(K) = p2&(K) andgz(#) = p2& (K’), and then 
for y1 > 3 choose kjective morph.isms,f,, grr from i K into Gn satisfying 
For ~1 2 3, the fn and gn are unicluely defined by these properties. More- 
over, pn &,= fn_ 1 and pn gn =gn__ li, holld for n > 3. ( fn, gn) is adnaissible 
because (& , &) is admissible. Therefore, for each n 2 2, there e x ists a 
unique surjective morphism qn : l’ + 6, with q,,p =Jfn and qr, \t) =: g,rr. 
The equations 
(p, q&p = Pn fn = f*-11 = %r--1sQ 
and 
(P&In NJ =&l-1 = %-.:I !I 
imply Pn qn = qn_a for n Z 3. By Lemma 11, the pn and qn rnduce SW 
jective morphisms 0, : Z&T,) + Zo(G,_,) and Q,1: 2$(c) --t Z,(G’,). -F;or 
na 3,&J, = Qn_a holds. Morel:)ver, 
Z,,(G,,)‘= p,<zb<zj,)) =: pn({ls:e,, en, . . . . +c2, 8*,x, y)Cx, y Ef. K.}]~. 
.1g;Ip D: PO& wlrkt? / me cuprQ&ct of two Cl~&S . 
is a sdrjective morphism from K* onto Z&2,). A simple c:omputation 
shows that ,;1 lis an isomorphism. Let w,: K* --, K2 be defined by 
w&, y) = (XnP y “). The rliagrams 
commute for (vl2: 3. Apply the Pontryagin duality funt:tor. The charac- 
tergroup of KY2 is 2*. The dual map w,h : Z’ -+ Z2 of a+, is g&en by 
WC@* y) = (nx, ny). Since j; ‘t!jtt is an epimorphism, &: dual map i, of 
jilin is a monomorphism. ‘Se obtain commutative di;Igrams 
for p12 3. Let 
.- A.- 
n=2 
in(Z2). I 
A ;Is a subgroup of Z,(C)* since in_l(Z*) is contained in i,(z*) for 
n 2 3. Let 6:A + Q* be: defined in the following way: if a E A and 
a = f&, y) for some n 2 2, Ihen 6(a) = (x/n!, y/n!). IL IS easy ice see that 
6 is well-defined, and that 6 is an isomorphism. I[t rem’ains lto show 
A = Z&Y)” Ia This will f(lllo\w:-from: 
mma 14. Let B be a compact connected abelian grwp, and let T ibe 
111) disconnected close~rf subgroup of B that i i/T is isomorphic 
Then Bn is isomorphic TV b subgroup of 
Duahzing the exact s!equt:nce 
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we get the exact seq!.lence of discrete tibeli;;.n groups 
Since Q is a flat Z-Amodule, the sequence 
is also exact. T”e~z Q is zero because IP is Il:he character group of EL totaliy 
disconnected, compact group and hence a torsion group Hence B”B~ 43 
is isomorphic to Z’ @z Q zz Q” . Since W’” is torsion free, there exists a 
monomorphism from BA into ilz%,$ zz q, and the lemlma is proved. 
Let d: C + C/C’ denote the quol:ien: morphism. Obviously, 
{&J, de: K + C/C’) is the coproduct or’ K with itself in the category of 
compact abelian groups. Therefore C/C”’ isjiscimorphic to K2 (and the 
second part of the proposition is prove:~rUJ,. By Lemma 11, d induces a 
subjective morphism from Z,(C) onto Ic”[/C ‘!, say d*. Since the kernel of 
d* is totally disconnected (by the strd(::t:ul:2 theorem for compact con- 
nected groups), Z,(rsl)” is isomorphic: to z\ siubgroup of Q2 (Lemma 16). 
As we have already iseen, Z,(C’)” cant ;ain bI ,a subgroup (namely A) 
which is isomorphic to Q* o The above I&~ts imply A = Z,(C)“. El 
For further anal) sis we need the folli~u~wirlg lemma. 
Lemma IX Assume that 
(a) H and A are compact connected ,ry~~oqxs, 
(b) A is ahelian and A h is isomorpk: to “I>* , 
(c) L and M are closed abeltin subgr~;,i~~~!~,~ of A >(I H generating A X H’, 
(d) M^ and L h are isomorphic to s&r !t,gp S~lrdps of Q. 
If p1 (resp. p2) ccev6otes the projectiou A X H -+ A (resp. A X H + hr), 
then the following assertions are valid: 
(0 plOW n pi(L) = US A = .pI(MvQL~). 
(ii) L” and M” are isomorphic to Q. 
(iii) p1 induces isomoyhisms ,tiom ~14 on,l’o p 11 (M) atlad from L onto 
P'lW 
(iv) Let cu (req. p) denote the inverst? of rl”he:l isomorphism from 1 
on to p 1 (M) (resp. from ib; 03 to p 1(L)) ir~dwxr” by (resp. it ) 
denote the embedding from M (resp. .I, 11 hfu A X 
a and u:=p2iL/3. Then 
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M = W, u(x)) lx E: pI(M 
L =E(x V(X))IXE*~~(L)}. 
The simple proof of this lemma is omitted. We apply tlhe lemma by 
choosing A = Z,(C), H = I?iE,Cis M = [&y~@))]~, ;lnd L = [$$/~(K))lo. 
By Lemma 12, A X H is generated by M and L. MoreiDver, M and L are 
abelian since the commutator subgroups M' and L' a1.e connected and- 
contained in the totally discon.nected group kerp. Fr,>rn the exact se- 
we get by Lemma 16 thalt M" is isomorphic to a subj,roup of 
analogous tatement holds for L". Hence in this case all assumptions of 
Lemma 1’7 are satisfied. 
In the sequel we use the assertions (i)-(iv) and the notations intro- 
duced in Lemma 17. 
Proposition 18. (i) kerp = (ke:rp n M)(kerp n L) 
=((~~,u(~)ov(y)IxEpl(kerynM),yEpI(kerCrn.r,)). 
(ii) /l’ : IIiEJ Ci -+ C’ is an isomorphism. 
Proof. (i) F:= (kery n M)(kerp n L) is a closed central subgroup of 
Z*(C) X IIiGICi. Let P:= (Zo(C) X IIi,,Ci)/E’, and le*l: 
r := Z,(C) x IIiGlCi -+ P denote the quotient morphitim. There exists a 
unique sujectivk morphism s : P + C with SP = p.. We (,:laim that s is an 
isomorphism. Since q(K) = p(M) = s@(M)), s induces A surjective mor- 
phism from r(M) onto q(K). Since kerp n M is contained in & this 
morphism is also injective. Hence there exist morphisms ~91, $’ : K + P 
satisfying p*(K) = r(M), I/I'(K) = r(L ,srp'= q and @I':- $. The universal 
property of the coproduct guarantees the existence of a morphism 
s’ : C + P with s’p = cp’ &d sf $ = $‘. s’ is surjective be’,:ause P is generated 
by r(M) = q'(K) and $J(M). The equations (s.~‘)q =sp’ = 50 and (sY)$ =z $ 
imply ss’ = 1 c. Hence the surjectivity of s’ implies that s is an isomor- 
pkisar - This proves the first assertion. 
B-/ Lemma 17, 
kerp r\ = (0% U(X)) Ix E pl(M n kerp)} 
kerp n Z = i&, V(X)) I x E pH(L n kerp)}, 
this description of kerp shows that.the kernel of p” is trivial. f.3 
and the a&ogous diagram with T, u lrrzd $i commute. Moreover, 
kero = pl(kerp n M), 
kerr = pl(kerp n E ). 
Proof. The uniqueness i  obvious. Sime (p is inject& and 
p&&q (A-4)) = p(M) = p(K), tlzere exists ;;.L surjectivt: morphism cr such 
tlhat 
coanmutes. It is easy to see that G has the :property asserted in thLe prop- 
osition. Moreover, 
kera = ker(&& = (i&-l (kelvbp) = a-$!4 n kerp) 
=: p#bl n kerp) 
by the definition of (IL. EI 
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x %.tmmarizirrg our esults, we see that the coproduct of K with itself 
in the category of compact groups can be described as fiollows: Let 
( 
@i 
K_I G#EI 
Si I 
be a family SC ad&&ble pairs (pi, $i) of morphisms from K into COG- 
pact connected sin:ple: adjsim: Lie groups Gi such that for each admis- 
s&k pair (7, 6) of morphisms from K into some compact connected 
Gmple adjoint Lie group there exists precisely one 1 E I such that 
lgi, #i) is equivalent o (~~6) in the sense of Definkion 7. Then for 
every compact connected simple adjoint Lie group ,H the set of indices 
i E I such that M is isomorphic to Ci has the cardimliity of the conti- 
nuum. Moreover, 4 has the cardinality of the continuum (since thlxe are 
only countably many non-isomorphic ompact con:nectled simple adjoint 
Lie groups). 
ForiEI,letvi:Gi + Gi denote the universal covering. Moreover, let 
CI :Q” + K be an arbitrary su@ective morphism (wij h totally disconnected 
kernel 5’). For each i E 1 there exist unique morphisms z.+ and vi (use 
Pontryagin duality) such that the diagrams 
commute. Let 
G=Q^xQ*X II Ci, 
id 
D = {(x, y, u(x)u(y)) I x, y c: S} s G. 
Then D is a closed totally disconnected central subl::reup of G. Let 
c~:/y? + G/D denote the quotient morphism. oreover, let 
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e(x) =c fl(x, 0, u(x)), 17(x) .= ll(O, X8 u@)). 
There exist unique morphisms \pz $ : K + C/D with cpo = e and $ GIJ 5, q* 
Then G/D together with the morphisms 4, $ is the coproduct of K with 
itself in the category of compact groups Moreover, the map 
(X, y) + U(X) V( _Y) from S* ilIt0 I&c:. - Gi is injec-tivt! and p induces an 
isomotphism from Q”* onto ZO(G/D). 
Recently, K..H. Hofmann has shovwn that every compact connected 
group AY splits over its commutator subgroup H’. In the fOIlowing, w’r: 
shall briefly describe this splitting in our special s!$uation that El = C is 
the coproduct of K_with itself. The horn omorphi3im (x, ,v) + U(X) u(y) 
from S* into II iGlGi takes values in the zentre of IIi,ICi and hence in 
IIiEl?‘i if 7’i denotes a maximal torus in &. Sincle tht?char&er group of 
IIi,II”i is free, there exists a morphism t :Q** + L’L~&; with. 
t(~, y) = U(X) v( y) for x,y E 5’. Let ~~~ : C + Q** denote&the first projec- 
tion, and let sZ(x, y) = (x, y, t(;r, y)). ‘Therl there exiz;t unique morph\isms 
s and d such that the diagram 
Q 
commute I C is th_e semidirect product of s(K2) s E;:y* and 
kerd z C’ s TIiE,Gi. The space C is hicbmeomorphic to X2 X II&f. 
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